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Plans have reached the blueprint stage. “blueprint” means……….

detailed plan conclusion edition drawing

1-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Evaluation refers to systematic gathering of information for the purpose of making decisions.

“Evaluation” means……….

survey enforcement assessment elaborate

2-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The scheme involves computers and other technological instruments. “involve” means…

damage entangle collect omission

3-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Planning is concerned with deliberately achieving some……….

activities representation bureaucracy objective

4-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Without elaborate planning, the complex fabric of our material civilization would begin to crack

up.

superficial detailed virtual temporary

5-

1. 2. 3. 4.

He encountered with many problems that ……….from losing job.

arouse illustrate target define

6-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The sample of our research is the ……….of the total population.

representation represented

represent representatively

7-

1. 2.

3. 4.

The plan needed modifying and should be updated accordingly. “modifying” means…

adjustment release report design

8-

1. 2. 3. 4.

 There’s a trend toward more part-time employment.

develop tendency contingency action

9-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Information systems are now used very widely in the planning ……….

past future process production

10-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The new plan of the town did not reveal the detail of the city.

start show break change

11-

1. 2. 3. 4.

We’ve made a few ………. to the original design.

refinements refine refined refiner

12-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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Ecological studies encompass the interrelationships between all forms of life and the natural

environment.

stop cover hide cut

13-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Urban and regional planning has another feature: it is multidimensional and multi-objective

planning. “it” refers to…

regional planning planning

feature urban planning

14-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Most importantly, planning is meaningless unless it is firmly linked to ……….

segregation interaction communication implementation

15-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Urban and regional planning is spatial or physical: it uses the general methods of planning to ………

. a physical design.

produce cut stop hide

16-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The ideal urban and regional ………. would have to be a good economist, sociologist, geographer in

his or her own right.

pre-planned planned planning planner

17-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The place has ………. from a fishing part into a thriving tourist center.

developing development developed develop 

18-

1. 2. 3. 4.

We have not been given adequate information about difference between urban and rural

planning. “adequate” means…

scientific accurate enough stable

19-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Norbert Wiener in 1950s had suggested that automa1on would liberate the human race from the

necessity to do mundane tasks.

����� �� 	
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20-

1. 2. 3. 4.

These objectives may not be readily compatible, and may indeed be contradictory. “contradictory”

means…

in contrast contemporary consonant harmonic

21-

1. 2. 3. 4.

We need a more reliable plan in building a huge bridge over the river to join two cities. “reliable”

means…

valuable dependable desirable capable

22-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Planning is now much more flexible, working with much greater information.
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23-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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The first step for planning is a careful projection which leads from the present to the future target.

“target” means…

'()� ��� '* ��+ �� ,�

24-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The field of urban and regional planning is much more comprehensive in both subject matter and

outcomes than most tourism planning. “comprehensive” means…
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25-

1. 2. 3. 4.

No society on the earth today provides goods and services for its people without planning.

“goods” means…
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26-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Before 1945, management educa1on had given li4le a4en1on to decision-making in complex

situations. “decision-making” means …
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27-

1. 2. 3. 4.

We moved to the suburbs last year because living there is easier than in the city. “suburb”

means…
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28-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A variety of information systems have been presented in the urban planning literature in the form

of decision support tools. “tool” means…
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29-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Modeling is a valuable way to understand a process. “valuable” means…
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30-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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